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Abstract

Macro shocks are often composites, yet overlooked in the impulse re-
sponse analysis. When an instrumental variable (IV) is used to identify a
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that the Local Projection-IV estimand is represented as a weighted average of
component-wise impulse responses but with possibly negative weights, which
occur when the IV and shock components have opposite correlations. We
further develop alternative (set-) identification strategies for the LP-IV based
on sign restrictions or additional granular information. Our applications con-
firm the composite nature of monetary policy shocks and reveal a non-defense
spending multiplier exceeding one.
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1 Introduction

In contemporary applied macroeconometrics literature, instrumental variables (IVs) are fre-
quently employed as a crucial source of external variation for identifying impulse response
functions to macroeconomic shocks relevant to policy analysis. Two commonly used ap-
proaches for utilizing IVs are the IV estimation in the local projection (LP-IV) framework
and the estimation of extended structural vector autoregressions (SVARs), wherein the ex-
ternal IVs are included in the system. This approach includes the proxy SVAR.

While the interpretation of estimates in the extended SVAR is more straightforward due
to its specification of a complete system, the same cannot be said for the LP-IV approach,
since an instrumental variable model is inherently partial. The econometric literature has
devoted substantial effort to build a general framework, under which one can properly in-
terpret IV estimands, as evidenced by the development of methods such as the local average
treatment effect (LATE) in Imbens and Angrist (1994); Bartik instruments in Goldsmith-
Pinkham, Sorkin, and Swift (2020), Borusyak, Hull, and Jaravel (2022), and Adao, Kolesár,
and Morales (2019); two-stage least squares in Mogstad, Torgovitsky, and Walters (2021),
and others. A common identification assumption for the LP-IV estimand is the so-called IV
exclusion restriction as in Plagborg-Møller and Wolf’s (2021) Eq. (16) or Stock and Wat-
son’s (2018) Condition LP-IV⊥, in which the IV is correlated with only a single structural
shock. It is too restrictive since it even excludes various proxy SVAR models.1

To address this issue, we employ a potentially non-invertible vector moving average
(SVMA) model and allow for the IVs to be correlated with multiple structural shocks.
Specifically, the SVMAmodel recognizes that amonetary or fiscal policy shock, with which
IVs are associated, may not be homogeneous but composite in nature. For instance, a gov-
ernment spending shock can be a combination of sectoral spending shocks with varying
relative magnitudes, while a monetary policy surprise comprises expectations about policy
tightening in different time horizons or a pure monetary shock along with the central bank’s
assessment of economic conditions. Although the composite nature of macro shocks has
been well understood in macroeconomics literature, the current LP-IV literature does not
adequately account for it (e.g., Stock and Watson (2018), Plagborg-Møller and Wolf (2021,
2022)). Therefore, this paper aims to bridge this gap by considering the composite nature

1For example, Giacomini, Kitagawa, and Read (2022) assume that k-dimensional proxies are correlated
with the same number of structural shocks but uncorrelated with the other structural shocks in the SVAR
model.
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of macro shocks within the LP-IV framework.
We show that the impulse response identified by the LP-IV method can be expressed as

a weighted sum of impulse responses to the individual components of the composite shock,
with the weights determined by the correlation between the instrument and each component
shock. Since the correlation is not restricted to be non-negative, this implies that the LP-IV
estimand does not necessarily identify any informative quantity as to the impulse response
we aim to recover.

To fix ideas, suppose that we are to estimate the response of GDP at horizon h to a unit
change in government spending. Since the observed changes in government spending is un-
likely exogenous, an IV is required to identify the government spending multiplier. Ramey
and Zubairy (2018) use the narrative military news as the instrument to provide exogenous
variation in government spending. The cumulative government spending multiplier is esti-
mated by LP-IV. The LP-IV estimand (the population counterpart of the estimator) is given
by

βh =
cov

(∑h
j=0 yt+j, zt

)
cov

(∑h
j=0 xt+j, zt

) , (1)

where yt is the GDP, xt is the government spending variable, and zt is the military news
shock2. Since government spending consists of defense and non-defense spending, we find
that

βh = wdefense × θh,defense + wnon-defense × θh,non-defense, (2)

where θh,defense and θh,non-defense are the defense and non-defense spending multipliers, re-
spectively, and w is the weight whose sign depends on the correlation of the military news
shock and the sectoral spending shock. βh has a causal interpretation only if w is between
zero and one. It may be interpreted as the aggregate spending multiplier when w is the pro-
portion of sectoral spending3. However, in our replication of Ramey and Zubairy (2018) in
Section 5, we find that for h = 18 (eighteen quarters) the LP-IV estimator is decomposed
as

β̂h = ŵdefense × θ̂h,defense + ŵnon-defense × θ̂h,non-defense.

0.37 1.87 0.68 −0.87 1.02
(3)

Due to the negative weight, the estimated government spending multipler is much smaller
2All the variables are real and divided by the trend real GDP.
3Ramey and Zubairy (2018) recognize that the response of GDP to defense and non-defense spending

shocks may differ. While they touch upon this issue in relation to the local average treatment effect and the
average treatment effect, they do not provide a formal analysis.
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than either the defense or non-defense spending multiplier. This would lead to an inaccurate
empirical conclusion for researchers and policy makers even when the instrument and the
estimation procedure are legitimate and valid.

The issue arising from the negative weights has received much attention recently in
the microeconometrics literature. For instance, de Chaisemartin and D’Haultfoeuill (2020)
show that the regression coefficient in the two-way fixed effects model can be expressed
as a weighted sum of the average treatment effects where the weight can be negative due
to different timing of treatment receipts across units. Mogstad, Torgovitsky, and Walters
(2021) show that the two-stage least squares estimand usingmultiple instruments may lose a
causal interpretation due to negative weights assigned to some subpopulation under general
treatment effect heterogeneity.

Our finding that the impulse response identified by an instrument is an informative quan-
tity only if the weights are nonnegative has important practical implications. Researchers
should carefully discuss potential shock components in the macro shock of interest and
their correlation with the instrument. Depending on the sign of the correlations, some in-
struments provide valid structural interpretations while others do not, despite all being valid
in the conventional IV framework.

What if your instrument shows negative correlation with specific component shocks?
Fortunately, it still holds value. By utilizing the two identification strategies we propose be-
low, one can infer on the impulse responses to the individual components of the component
shock.

Our first identification strategy is sign restrictions, which uses the signs of the weights to
obtain bounds for the identified set of componentwise impulse responses. Sign restrictions
are commonly used in the SVAR literature (e.g. Uhlig, 2005) and suggested by Plagborg-
Møller and Wolf (2021) in the LP framework. Our approach differs in that we place re-
strictions on the weight rather than the structural impulse response. Since the sign of the
weight is determined by the sign of the correlation between the instrument and the individ-
ual component shock, our sign restrictions are easier to justify. Additionally, our strategy
requires no additional computation since LP-IV estimates are directly used as bound es-
timates, unlike other approaches that often require extensive computation or simulation.
Lastly, our approach easily accommodates sign restrictions with multiple instruments as a
tighter identified set can be obtained by simply intersecting the bounds.

To illustrate the first identification strategy, in Section 4 we revisit Jarociński and Karadi
(2020) where the central bank information shock is purged from the central bank’s monetary
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policy announcement to identify the pure monetary policy shock. By using high-frequency
financial market surprises as the instruments, we impose sign restrictions between the mon-
etary policy shock and the instruments in the LP-IV model to obtain the identified set for
the pure monetary policy shock. We note that the analysis of Jarociński and Karadi (2020)
is based on the Bayesian SVAR, which is the standard approach to use sign restrictions in
the VAR model (e.g., Uhlig, 2005). Moon and Schorfheide (2012) and Granziera, Moon,
and Schorfheide (2018) have analyzed the asymptotic difference between the Bayesian and
frequentist approaches to the set estimation and shown that the Bayesian highest posterior
density sets excludes parts of the estimated identified sets while the frequentist confidence
sets extend beyond the boundaries of the estimated identified set.

Our second identification strategy for componentwise impulse responses is to use more
granular level data to identify the weights. For example, quarterly data on defense and non-
defense spending in the US after the WWII are available and we can use these variables
to identify the weights for the defense and non-defense spending multipliers4. In addition,
when the number of available instruments is at least as many as the number of components
in the composite shock, the componentwise impulse responses can be point identified. In
Section 5 we estimate the defense and non-defense spending multipliers using the sectoral
spending data and two instruments, the military news shock of Ramey and Zubairy (2018)
and the current defense spending shock of Blanchard and Perotti (2002).

We would like to highlight that although our main results are based on the impulse
responses estimated by LP-IV, our findings have broader implications. Plagborg-Møller
and Wolf (2021) have demonstrated that LP-IV and SVAR with the instrument ordered
first in the triangular system, estimate the same impulse responses asymptotically. While
their analysis did not include composite macro shocks, we believe that our findings could
similarly extend to impulse responses estimated by SVAR with instruments. We focus on
the LP-IV due to its simplicity in estimation and structural interpretation (Stock andWatson,
2018). Moreover, since the LP specification is more flexible than the SVAR specification,
the LP-IV estimator may be more robust to misspecification of the true data generating
process (Nakamura and Steinsson, 2018).

Our paper is related to program evaluations under treatment effect heterogeneity. In
their influential paper, Imbens and Angrist (1994) demonstrated that a valid IV can only

4It may be tempting to estimate the defense and non-defense spending multipliers directly using sectoral
spending variables. This would be only possible with an instrument which is only correlated with a particular
sectoral spending shock. Otherwise, the resulting LP-IV estimand is still a weighted average of defense and
non-defense spending multipliers.
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identify the LATE in the potential outcomes framework. Since it is natural to consider a
macroeconomic shock as the treatment and the impulse response as the treatment effect,
our result can be seen as an extension of LATE to impulse response analysis. However,
there are several important differences between our framework and the potential outcomes
framework. First, unlike the potential outcomes framework, where the set of treatments is a
singleton or finite, we define the composition of the macroeconomic shock as the treatment,
which is naturally a continuum. For example, a one-unit exogenous change in government
spending may consist entirely of defense spending or some combination of defense and
non-defense spending. Second, unlike the potential outcomes framework, where everyone
gets homogeneous treatment but their individual treatment effects are heterogeneous, the
composition of a macro shock provides heterogeneous treatment, but the response of the
macro variables is homogeneous conditional on the composition. We discuss the similarities
and differences in the identified structural parameters and identifying conditions between
our framework and the potential outcomes framework in detail in Section 2.3.

Lastly, we provide a brief literature review. There is a significant body of work that
uses IVs in macroeconometrics. Some notable examples include Stock and Watson (2012),
Mertens and Ravn (2013), Gertler and Karadi (2015), and Jarociński and Karadi (2020),
who employ IVs for identification in SVAR models. The LP method were introduced by
Jordà (2005), and LP-IV have been used in several studies, such as Jordà, Schularick, and
Taylor (2015, 2020), Stock and Watson (2018), and Ramey and Zubairy (2018).

Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the underlying structural model
and shows what the LP-IV identifies. We develop identification strategies for the compo-
nentwise impulse responses in Section 3, employing sign restrictions or leveraging granular
data. The empirical applications concerning the analysis of monetary policy and the fiscal
multiplier are given in Section 4 and 5. Section 6 concludes. The proofs of Propositions,
supplementary inference procedures, and their theoretical justifications are collected in the
Appendix.

2 Model and Identification

We adopt the non-invertible structural vector moving average (SVMA) model and inves-
tigate identifiability of the structural parameters in the model that determine the impulse
responses and policy multipliers. SVMA is useful due to its flexible nature such that it
allows for a larger number of structural shocks than the observable endogenous variables.
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2.1 Structural Vector Moving Average

Let Yt be an n × 1 vector of observed endogenous variables and let εt be an m × 1 vec-
tor of unobserved structural shocks. The endogenous variables Yt is written as a linear
combination of current and past εt’s:

Yt = Θ(L)εt (4)

where L is the lag operator,Θ(L) = Θ0+Θ1L+Θ2L
2+ · · · , andΘh for h = 0, 1, 2, ... is

an n×mmatrix of impulse response coefficients. We assume that E[εt] = 0, E[εtε′t] > 0,
and the shocks are mutually uncorrelated. A word on notation: we reserve the index ‘s’ to
indicate an element in the system (4), e.g., εs,t then denotes the s-th element of εt.

Let yt be the last element of Yt without loss of generality. We define the impulse re-
sponse of yt at horizon h to the shock εs,t as

θh,ys ≡ E[yt+h|εs,t = 1]− E[yt+h|εs,t = 0].

Here we are slightly abusing notation by letting θh,ys be the (n, s)-th element of Θh. This
is to emphasize that yt is the main variable of interest.

The researcher is interested in the impulse response of yt at horizon h to a macroe-
conomic shock ξt, θh,yξ ≡ E[yt+h|ξt = 1] − E[yt+h|ξt = 0]. The shock ξt may not be
an element of εt but a composite shock that consists of multiple structural shocks εs,t for
s ∈ Sξ ⊆ {1, 2, ...,m}. Without loss of generality, let the elements of Sξ be the first S
elements of εt, so that we can write

ξt =
S∑

s=1

εs,t.

Conventionally in the literature, the shock ξt has been often treated as a single unit as if it
consisted of identical structural shocks.

Quite a few papers document that a policy shock is a composite shock consisting of
either more disaggregate policy shocks or shocks with distinct, often opposite nature and
impact. For fiscal policy shocks, Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2012) show that more
disaggregate spending behave differently relative to an aggregate fiscal policy shock. Cox,
Müller, Pasten, Schoenle, Weber (2020) and Bouakez, Rachedi and Santoro (2020) note that
the composition of aggregate government spending heavily affects the aggregate spending
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multiplier and discuss sector-specific government spending multipliers. Meanwhile, mone-
tary policy shocks, unlike government spending which can be easily categorized by sectors,
are categorized by its impact to the economy. For instance, Jarociński and Karadi (2020)
decompose a monetary policy announcement into a pure monetary policy shock and an in-
formation shock. Kaminska, Mumtaz, and S̆ustek (2021), on the other hand, decompose
it to three components: shocks to the short term policy rate (action shocks), shocks due to
communication about future economic conditions or policy intentions (path shocks), and
shocks to risk premia due to the effect of communication on uncertainty (premia shocks).

When researchers consider the impulse response of yt+h to a composite shock ξt (i.e.,
θh,yξ), what they wish to identify is some weighted average of θh,ys for s = 1, 2, ..., S. To
illustrate this, assume that the shocks are discrete random variables. Further assuming the
convention that E[yt+h|ξt = 0] corresponds to et ≡ (ε1,t, ε2,t, · · · , εS,t)′ = 0, we can write

θh,yξ =
∑

a∈{ξt=1}

P (et = a)

P ({ξt = 1})
(E[yt+h|et = a]− E[yt+h|et = 0]) (5)

=
∑

a∈{ξt=1}

P (et = a)

P ({ξt = 1})
a′θh,y

=E[et|ξt = 1]′θh,y (6)

where a is an S × 1 non-random vector, {ξt = 1} is a collection of realizations of et

such that ξt = 1, and θh,y = (θh,y1, θh,ys, ..., θh,yS)
′. Thus, θh,yξ is a weighted average

of componentwise impulse responses and the weights are the mean of εs,t conditional on
ξt = 1, which are non-negative for a large class of reasonable distributions of et. For
example, if we assume εs,t for s = 1, ..., S are i.i.d., then E[εs,t|ξt = 1] = 1/S and (6)
becomes the equal-weighted average.

However, ξt is typically unobserved and its scale is indeterminate. A common solution
to this problem is to measure the magnitude of ξt by means of an observable endogenous
variable xt and then to use an instrument zt correlated with xt to get external variation. As
a result, the response of yt+h to zt relative to the response of xt to zt can be interpreted
as the average response of yt+h to ξt of a magnitude that corresponds to a unit change in
xt. Stock and Watson (2018) provide an example that the causal effect of GDP growth (yt)
to a monetary policy shock (ξt) can be identified by the ratio of the impulse responses of
GDP growth and the federal fund rate (xt) to a monetary policy announcement (zt). Ramey
and Zubairy (2018) calculate the government spending multiplier as a ratio of the impulse
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responses of GDP (yt) and total government spending (xt) to the military news shock (zt).
Let xt be the first element of Yt without loss of generality. Similar to yt, we define the

impulse response of xt at horizon h to the shock εs,t as θh,xs by slightly abusing notation. To
fix the scale of εs,t, we assume that θ0,xs = 1 for all s = 1, 2, ..., S, which is referred to as
the unit effect normalization in the literature (Stock and Watson, 2018). In the government
spending shock example, the unit effect normalization means a unit change in a sectoral
spending shock changes the total spending by one unit.

2.2 Local Projections with Instrumental Variables

Let zt be an instrument that satisfies the following assumptions.

Assumption 1.

(i) E[ztξt] ̸= 0 (relevance)

(ii) E[ztεs,t] = 0 for all s = S + 1, S + 2, ...,m (contemporaneous exogeneity)

(iii) E[ztεt+j] = 0 for j ̸= 0 (lead-lag exogeneity)

Define E[ztεs,t] = αs. Assumption 1(i) implies that αs ̸= 0 for some s = 1, 2, ..., S.
Assumption 1 is an extension of Condition LP-IV of Stock andWatson (2018) allowing that
more than one structural shocks are correlated with the instrument zt and the correlations
are heterogeneous across the shocks.

For illustration purposes, let us assume that the instrument zt is binary and 0 < P (zt =

1) < 1. Write Pz = P (zt = 1). Also assume that S = 2 so that ξt is the sum of two
structural shocks, ε1,t and ε2,t. A direct IV estimator of the impulse response is the LP-IV
estimator, whose population version is given by

βh ≡ E[yt+h|zt = 1]− E[yt+h|zt = 0]

E[xt|zt = 1]− E[xt|zt = 0]
.

The LP-IV estimand βh is the ratio of two IV-impulse responses and it takes the form of the
Wald estimand in the microeconometrics literature. Since yt+h is a linear combination of
εt+h−j for j = 0, 1, 2, ... by (4), the numerator of βh can be written as

E[yt+h|zt = 1]−E[yt+h|zt = 0] =
2∑

s=1

(E[εs,t|zt = 1]−E[εs,t|zt = 0])θh,ys =
α1θh,y1 + α2θh,y2
Pz(1− Pz)
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under Assumption 1. Likewise,

E[xt|zt = 1]− E[xt|zt = 0] =
2∑

s=1

(E[εs,t|zt = 1]− E[εs,t|zt = 0])θ0,xs =
α1 + α2

Pz(1− Pz)
,

under the unit effect normalization. As a result, βh can be written as

βh =
α1

α1 + α2

θh,y1 +
α2

α1 + α2

θh,y2, (7)

which is an affine combination of the impulse responses θh,y1 and θh,y2. Equation (7)
demonstrates that without a restriction on αs we would not be able to interpret βh as a
structural parameter. To see this, suppose that θh,y1 = 1 and θh,y2 = 2 so the impulse re-
sponses are both positive. However, if α1 = 2 and α2 = −1, we have βh = 0. This can
happen if the instrument zt is correlated with the two structural shocks, ε1,t and ε2,t, in the
opposite direction. Without a restriction on αs, βh can be any real number.

We do not have this problem when the composite shock consists of one structural shock
(S = 1). In this case, ξt = εs,t and the LP-IV estimand βh = θh,ys. This special case
corresponds to the standard LP-IV setup of Stock and Watson (2018) and Plagborg-Møller
and Wolf (2021).

The following proposition establishes that the LP-IV estimandwith a general non-binary
IV is an affine combination of the structural impulse responses. The proof is in Appendix
A.

Proposition 1. If random variables yt and xt are elements of Yt generated according to (4)
and a random variable zt satisfies Assumption 1, then for h = 0, 1, 2, ...,

βh ≡ Cov(yt+h, zt)

Cov(xt, zt)
=

S∑
s=1

wsθh,ys, (8)

under the unit effect normalization, where

ws =
αs∑S

s′=1 αs′
.

When there is only one component in ξt (i.e., S = 1), (8) simplifies to Equation (8) of
Stock andWatson (2018). Thus, Proposition 1 generalizes the previous identification result
to cases when the instrument is correlated with multiple structural shocks in the SVMA
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model (4).
Proposition 1 is not a complete identification result because the RHS of (8) is not a con-

vex combination, i.e., a weighted averagewith non-negativeweights, but an affine combina-
tion. To interpret βh as a meaningful average of the underlying structural impulse responses,
we require the following assumption.

Assumption SS. For all s = 1, 2, ..., S, either αs ≥ 0 or αs ≤ 0. (same-sign)

Assumption SS restricts theway the instrument zt is correlatedwith the endogenous variable
xt via the relevant structural shocks εs,t. Assumption SS is analogous to the monotonicity
assumption for identification of LATE (Imbens and Angrist, 1994). We provide further
discussion comparing the conditions and identification results in Section 2.3.

Since E[Yt] = 0, Yt is typically specified in differences or changes, but researchers
may be interested in the level of Yt. The difference in the levels between t and t+h can be
written as the cumulative changes over the h periods:

∑h
j=0 Yt+j . Write ỹt+h =

∑h
j=0 yt+j

and x̃t+h =
∑h

j=0 xt+j . Define the cumulative impulse responses as θ̃h,ys =
∑h

j=0 θj,ys and
θ̃h,xs =

∑h
j=0 θj,xs, respectively.

Corollary 1. If random variables yt and xt are elements of Yt generated according to (4),
a random variable zt satisfies Assumption 1, and θ̃h,xs ̸= 0 for all s = 1, 2, ..., S, then for
h = 0, 1, 2, ...,

β̃h ≡ Cov (ỹt+h, zt)

Cov (x̃t+h, zt)
=

S∑
s=1

(
αsθ̃h,xs∑S

s′=1 αs′ θ̃h,xs′

)
θ̃h,ys

θ̃h,xs
. (9)

Corollary 1 is relevant for identification and estimation of the cumulative impulse re-
sponses, such as the cumulative government spending multiplier using external instruments
as in Ramey and Zubairy (2018). Their LP-IV estimand takes the form of the LHS of (9)
after controlling for the lagged variables, where yt is the GDP, xt is government spending,
zt is the military news shock, all relative to the trend GDP.

Assume that the government spending shock consists of defense (s = 1) and non-
defense (s = 2) spending shocks: ξt = ε1,t + ε2,t. For the LP-IV estimand to have structural
interpretation, a version of Assumption SS is required to ensure non-negative weights. This
would be that for s = 1, 2, either αsθ̃h,xs ≥ 0 or αsθ̃h,xs ≤ 0. We can check if the assump-
tion is plausible. First, it is reasonable to assume that positive sectoral spending shocks have
positive impacts on the cumulative government spending: θ̃h,xs > 0 for s = 1, 2. Next, it is
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reasonable to assume that the military news shock is positively correlated with the defense
spending shock (α1 > 0). Thus, the weight for the non-defense spending multiplier would
be non-negative if themilitary news shock is non-negatively correlatedwith the non-defense
spending shock (α2 ≥ 0). If this is justified, then the estimand is a weighted average of the
cumulative sectoral spending multiplier. On the other hand, if α2 < 0, the estimand may
not provide meaningful information about the government spending multiplier because the
estimand can be close to zero or even negative while the defense and non-defense spending
multipliers are strictly greater than one. We find empirical evidence supporting α2 < 0 in
Section 5.

2.3 Comparison with Other IV Estimands

2.3.1 Potential outcomes framework and LATE

Imbens and Angrist (1994) and Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin (1996) show that the local av-
erage treatment effect (LATE) is identified by an instrument under treatment effect hetero-
geneity. Let Yi be the observed outcome and Di be an indicator of treatment for individual
i. Their analysis is based on the potential outcomes framework: the potential outcomes
Yi(1) and Yi(0) are defined as the outcome with treatment (Di = 1) and without treatment
(Di = 0), respectively. The observed outcome is written as Yi = Yi(0)+(Yi(1)−Yi(0))Di.
The individual treatment effect is Yi(1) − Yi(0), which is assumed to be heterogeneous.
Since the potential outcomes for an individual are not observed at the same time, the individ-
ual treatment effect is not identified. Therefore, the goal is to identify the average treatment
effect (ATE), E[Yi(1) − Yi(0)], or a version of ATE. Here, the treatment is homogeneous
within the treated and non-treated groups, but the treatment effects are heterogeneous.

In comparison, the composite shock ξt is the (unobserved) treatment. The ATE cor-
responds to the impulse response of yt+h to ξt: E[yt+h|ξt = 1] − E[yt+h|ξt = 0], which
is a weighted average of componentwise impulse responses as shown in (6). Unlike the
ATE, heterogeneity arises in the composition of ξt, so that the treatment is heterogeneous.
Since the componentwise impulse responses are assumed constant, the treatment effect of
a particular composition in ξt is homogeneous.

The IV provides exogenous variation in the endogenous variable in both cases. How-
ever, due to the different nature of the endogeneity (selection vs simultaneity), how the
instrument provides identification of structural parameters in the two frameworks are dif-
ferent. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Monotonicity and Same-Sign

First, consider a binary instrument Zi in the LATE case (left panel in Figure 1). Di is
endogenous because it is not randomly assigned. For each value of Zi, define the potential
treatment status Di(1) and Di(0), which corresponds to Zi = 1 and Zi = 0, respectively.
Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin (1996) define four subpopulations depending on the potential
treatment status: always-takers (Di(1) = Di(0) = 1), never-takers (Di(1) = Di(0) =

0), compliers (Di(1) = 1, Di(0) = 0), and defiers (Di(1) = 0, Di(0) = 1).5 Imbens
and Angrist (1994) show that the IV estimand identifies the ATE of the compliers (thus
the local average), who would receive the treatment if Zi = 1 but not otherwise. Here,
the key identification condition is the monotonicity condition (Condition 2 of Imbens and
Angrist, 1994) that there is no defiers (who behave in the opposite way to the compliers)
in the population. This is a restriction on the individual behavior, which should be justified
carefully within the context.

Now consider our framework (right panel in Figure 1). Since ξt is not observed and its
scale is indeterminate, we need to measure the response of yt+h to ξt relative to the response
of another observable endogenous variable xt to ξt. xt is endogenous due to simultaneity
because the shock ξt affects yt+h and xt simultaneously. The LP-IV estimand has a structural
interpretation only if the correlation between the instrument and the shock components in
ξt have the same sign. This same-sign condition (Assumption SS) plays an analogous role
to the monotonicity condition as it restricts the average relationship between the instrument
and the shocks.

There are a few papers using the potential outcomes framework in the time-series con-
text. Angrist and Kuersteiner (2011) develop semiparametric tests for conditional indepen-
dence, also known as the unconfoundedness condition. Analogous to the cross-sectional
case, the potential outcomes with and without the treatment at time t are not observed si-

5Or equivalently, compliers and defiers can be defined as Di(1) = 0 and Di(0) = 1, and Di(1) = 1,
Di(0) = 0, respectively.
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multaneously and the time-specific treatment effects are heterogeneous. Their framework
is different from ours because (i) the policy variable (treatment) is observed, (ii) the policy
variable is independent of potential outcomes after conditioning on observables, and as a
result, (iii) the role of IV is not discussed.

Rambachan and Shephard (2021) provide amore general potential outcomes framework
allowing for unobserved treatment and the use of IV. Their IV identification result relies on
a time-series version of the monotonicity condition. Since our same-sign condition plays
a similar role to their monotonicity condition, it is worth comparing the two conditions.
Consider a binary instrument Zt and two components in ξt so that ξt = ε1,t + ε2,t. Fol-
lowing the framework of Rambachan and Shephard (2021), we define the potential shock
(“assignment” in their term) with and without the instrument as εs,t(1) and εs,t(0), respec-
tively, for s = 1, 2. Also assume that (εs,t(1), εs,t(0))′ ∼iid N((δ,−δ)′, I2) for some con-
stant δ > 0 and Zt is independently generated with E[Zt] = 0.5. Then E[εs,t] = 0,
s = 1, 2 because εs,t = εs,t(1)Zt + εs,t(0)(1 − Zt) and ε1,t and ε2,t are uncorrelated. By
some algebra we can also show that the same-sign condition is strictly satisfied because
E[Ztεs,t] = δ/2 > 0 for s = 1, 2. However, the monotonicity condition (Assumption iv of
Corollary 1 in Rambachan and Shephard, 2021), which states ξt(0) ≡ ε1,t(0) + ε2,t(0) ≤
ε1,t(1) + ε2,t(1) ≡ ξt(1) with probability one, is not satisfied for this basic distribution
because ξt(0) ∼ N(−2δ, 2) and ξt(1) ∼ N(2δ, 2). This example demonstrates that our
approach can offer causal interpretations of the IV estimand under weaker distributional
assumptions.

2.3.2 Bartik instrument

Our research design is related to the Bartik instruments in that we assume a form of lin-
ear heterogeneity where there are constant impulse responses to each component shock.
This is the same view underlying the identification analysis for the Bartik IV estimator by
Goldsmith-Pinkham, Sorkin, and Swift (2020), Borusyak, Hull, Jaravel (2022), and Adao,
Kolesár, and Morales (2019). Under this view, the heterogeneity in the impulse response
stems from the different (even negative) responses of each component shock to the variation
in an instrumental variable, not from outcome heterogeneity.
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3 Identification of Componentwise Impulse Responses

In this section, we present two strategies for identifying the componentwise impulse re-
sponses: imposing sign restrictions and utilizing more granular level data.

For simplicity, our identification strategies build on the S = 2 (two components) case,
which covers the main applications in Sections 4-5.6 The shock of interest is ξt = ε1,t+ε2,t.
By Proposition 1, the LP-IV estimand can be written as

βh = w1θh,y1 + w2θh,y2, (10)

where ws = αs/(α1 + α2) for s = 1, 2. Since βh and α1 + α2 = Cov(xt, zt) are functions
of the observable moments, the unknown parameters are θh,y1 and θh,y2 (componentwise
impulse responses), and α1 and α2 (correlation between the instrument and each of the
structural shocks). We focus on identification of θh,y1 and θh,y2, (i) by imposing sign re-
strictions on αs, and (ii) by finding more granular level data xs,t such that xt = x1,t + x2,t.

3.1 Identification Bounds by Sign Restrictions

Since w2 = 1− w1, by solving (10) for w1 and w2 we have

w1 =
βh − θh,y2
θh,y1 − θh,y2

, w2 =
θh,y1 − βh
θh,y1 − θh,y2

(11)

provided that θh,y1 ̸= θh,y2. Without loss of generality, suppose that Cov(xt, zt) > 0 so
that the sign of ws is determined by αs, the correlation between the instrument and the
component shock, for s = 1, 2. Thus, we consider sign restrictions on ws, s = 1, 2. An
example of sign restrictions on the correlation between the instrument and the component
shock is Jarociński and Karadi (2020). We apply our identification strategy given in this
section to Jarociński and Karadi (2020) in Section 4.

6The strategies developed in this section can be extended to the cases with S ≥ 3 in principle, but with
considerably more complex notations.
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For each sign restriction on the weight, we derive the following sets from (11):

w1 > 0 : {(θh,y1, θh,y2)|θh,y1 > θh,y2, βh > θh,y2} or {(θh,y1, θh,y2)|θh,y1 < θh,y2, βh < θh,y2}
(12)

w1 < 0 : {(θh,y1, θh,y2)|θh,y1 > θh,y2, βh < θh,y2} or {(θh,y1, θh,y2)|θh,y1 < θh,y2, βh > θh,y2}
(13)

w2 > 0 : {(θh,y1, θh,y2)|θh,y1 > θh,y2, βh < θh,y1} or {(θh,y1, θh,y2)|θh,y1 < θh,y2, βh > θh,y1}
(14)

w2 < 0 : {(θh,y1, θh,y2)|θh,y1 > θh,y2, βh > θh,y1} or {(θh,y1, θh,y2)|θh,y1 < θh,y2, βh < θh,y1}
(15)

Trivially, if w1 = 0 then βh = θh,y2 and if w1 = 1, then βh = θh,y1. Since w1 + w2 = 1,
w1 and w2 cannot be negative together. In addition, w1 > 0 and w2 < 0 can be exchanged
with w1 < 0 and w2 > 0 by defining z∗t = −zt. Thus, it is sufficient to consider two com-
binations of sign restrictions, {w1 > 0, w2 > 0} and {w1 > 0, w2 < 0}. The intersection
of (12) and (14) gives the identified set for the first case, while that of (12) and (15), which
is (15), is for the second case. Formally,

Proposition 2. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. The identified set for (θh,y1, θh,y2) under
the sign restriction of {w1 > 0, w2 > 0} is

Θ++ = {(θh,y1, θh,y2)|θh,y1 > βh > θh,y2 or θh,y1 < βh < θh,y2}.

And the identified set under {w1 > 0, w2 < 0} is

Θ+− = {(θh,y1, θh,y2)|βh > θh,y1 > θh,y2 or βh < θh,y1 < θh,y2}.

The identified sets are illustrated in Figure 2. In each panel, the sets that correspond toΘ++

and Θ+− are shown as shaded areas (we set βh > 0).
One advantage of our sign restrictions strategy is that multiple instruments can be han-

dled straightforwardly. Applying Proposition 2 to two or more instrumental variables, we
construct an identified set by intersection. The shape of the identified set differs depending
on the set of sign restriction imposed.

We illustrate the intersections in Figure 3, where the identified set by two instruments
(denoted by A and B) are shown as dark shaded areas. Let βA

h and βB
h be the IV estimand
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Figure 2: Identified Sets for Sign Restrictions on the Weight

using each of the instrument A and B one at a time, respectively. Panel (a) shows the
identified set when wA

s > 0 and wB
s > 0 for s = 1, 2. In this case, max(βA

h , β
B
h ) < θh,ys

if θh,ys > θh,ys′ and θh,ys < min(βA
h , β

B
h ) if θh,ys < θh,ys′ for s, s′ = 1, 2 and s ̸= s′.

Panel (b) shows the identified set when wA
s > 0 and wB

s < 0 for s = 1, 2. In this case, the
identified set for θh,y2 < θh,y1 < min(βA

h , β
B
h ) or max(βA

h , β
B
h ) < θh,y1 < θh,y2. In both

cases considered in Panels (a) and (b), the identified set for θh,ys depends on the value of
θh,ys′ for s, s′ = 1, 2 and s ≠ s′.

Panels (c) and (d) show the cases where multiple instruments can provide more informa-
tive bound for the structural impulse responses. This can happen when the intersection of
ΘA

++ andΘB
+− provides the identified set. That is, if the instrumentA is positively correlated

with both ε1,t and ε2,t and the instrument B is positively correlated with ε1,t but is nega-
tively correlated with ε2,t, then the identified set for θh,y1 is {θh,y1 : min(βA

h , β
B
h ) < θh,y1 <

max(βA
h , β

B
h )}. The identified set for θh,y2 depends on whether βA

h is larger than βB
h or not:

If βA
h > βB

h , the set is {θh,y2 : βA
h < θh,y2} and if βB

h > βA
h , the set is {θh,y2 : βA

h > θh,y2}.
These cases correspond to the application in Section 4. We provide the detailed procedure
of obtaining confidence sets for the identified set in Appendix D.2.
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Figure 3: Intersection of Identified Sets
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3.2 Identification by Granular Level Data

Suppose that we have more granular level data xs,t for s = 1, 2 such that xt = x1,t +

x2,t. For example, defense and non-defense spending data as well as the total government
spending data are available. These granular data can provide point-identification of the
weight ws under appropriate conditions. Since ws is point-identified, the identified set for
the structural impulse responses θh,y1 and θh,y2 is obtained. With multiple instruments, the
structural impulse responses can be point-identified.

To give a precise condition, we consider the SVMAmodel augmented with the granular
variables (given in Appendix B). The model specifies that the granular level variables x1,t
and x2,t are part of the vector moving average system so that for s = 1, 2,

xs,t = ψ0,s1ε1,t + ψ0,s2ε2,t + · · ·+ ψ0,smεm,t + {εt−1, εt−2, · · · }

where ψ0,sr = E[xs,t|εr,t = 1] − E[xs,t|εr,t = 0] and {· · · } is a linear combination of the
elements in the curly brackets. Since xt = x1,t + x2,t, the baseline model (4) is a reduced
SVMA model from the augmented SVMA model.

For identification of ws, we impose that the sth component shock εs,t does not enter the
moving average representation of the granular macro variable xs′,t for s ̸= s′.

Assumption 2. 0 = ψ0,12 = ψ0,21 (no contemporaneous inter-sectoral causal effects)

Consider again the government spending data example. Assumption 2 is satisfied if the de-
fense spending shock (ε2,t) does not affect non-defense spending (x1,t) contemporaneously
and vice versa. This condition puts a similar structural restriction with the recursive causal
ordering in the triangular SVAR model to identify the impulse responses. This assumption
can be tested if additional instruments are available. We propose such a test in Appendix C.

Under Assumption 2, the weight ws is identified as

w1 =
Cov(x1,t, zt)

Cov(xt, zt)
, w2 =

Cov(x2,t, zt)

Cov(xt, zt)
. (16)

Now we have the following proposition.

Proposition 3. Suppose that Assumptions 1-2 hold. The identified set for (θh,y1, θh,y2) is

ΘL = {(θh,y1, θh,y2) |w1θh,y1 + w2θh,y2 = βh} ,
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Figure 4: Identified Sets using Granular Level Data

where βh, w1, and w2 are functions of the observable moments.

The identified set is given by a hyperplane in R2 (i.e., a line). Figure 4(a) illustrates the
identified set ΘA

L with the instrument A when βA
h /w

A
2 > 0 (intercept) and −wA

1 /w
A
2 > 0

(slope). Proposition 3 is useful in calibration analyses. For example, if the sequence of θh,y1
for each h is given then the corresponding sequence of θh,y2 is obtained.

Proposition 3 also implies that two instruments provide two distinct lines. In this case,
the intersection of the identified set can be a singleton. Denote the additional instrument by
superscriptB. By using the instrumentB, we get βB

h = Cov(yt+hz
B
t )/Cov(xt, z

B
t ), andwB

1

and wB
2 as in (16). Then the intersection of ΘA

L and ΘB
L is the solution of the simultaneous

equations in matrix form:(
wA

1 wA
2

wB
1 wB

2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡W

(
θh,y1

θy,h2

)
=

(
βA
h

βB
h

)
. (17)

Provided thatW is invertible, the solution exists and unique, which is shown as in Figure
4(b). When more than two instruments are available, the model is overidentified and a
GMM type identification and estimation method can be used.

The identification strategy using more granular level data is illustrated in Section 5 to
obtain the defense and non-defense spending multipliers from the LP-IV estimates of the
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aggregate multipliers.

4 Monetary Policy and Central Bank Information Shock

Jarociński and Karadi (2020; hereinafter JK2020) argue that central bank monetary policy
shocks, such as those from the US Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) and the Euro-
pean Central Bank (ECB) announcements, contain valuable information about the central
bank’s assessment of economic conditions and monetary policy. JK2020 disentangles the
central bank information shock from the composite monetary policy shock using Bayesian
structural VAR with sign restrictions on the co-movements of the shocks in central bank
announcements and high-frequency surprises in the financial markets.

In this section, we apply the sign restrictions approach described in Section 3.1 to the
dataset of JK2020. Using the same sign restrictions and instruments as JK2020 but with LP-
IV, we obtain set-identified impulse responses to the pure monetary policy shock, which are
separated from the effect of the central bank information shock.

Let εmp,t be the pure monetary policy shock, and εcb,t be the central bank information
shock. We assume that the FOMC announcements contain εmp,t and εcb,t, along with other
structural shocks and measurement errors, that belong to the right-hand side of the SVMA
model (4). The instruments are the high-frequency surprises (the change between 10 min-
utes before and 20 minutes after the announcements) in the fed funds futures (zfft ) and in
the stock price (zspt ). These instruments react to the central bank announcements in the
very short time period, so they are assumed to be uncorrelated with any other structural
shocks except for εmp,t and εcb,t. That is, the instruments satisfy Assumption 1. The sign
restrictions we impose are the same as those in Table 1 of JK2020, given by:

Cov(zfft , εmp,t) > 0, Cov(zfft , εcb,t) > 0, (18)

Cov(zspt , εmp,t) < 0, Cov(zspt , εcb,t) > 0. (19)

In other words, a monetary policy shock is positively correlated with the surprise in the
interest rate but negatively correlated with the surprise in the stock market. On the other
hand, the central bank information shock is positively correlated with the surprises in both
the interest rate and the stock market.

Since the scale of εmp,t and εcb,t is indeterminate, the monthly average of the one-year
constant-maturity Treasury yield (xt) is used to fix the scale of the shocks. Let zt be either
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zfft or zspt . According to Proposition 1, the LP-IV estimand is decomposed as follows:

βh ≡ Cov(yt+h, zt)

Cov(xt, zt)
=
Cov(zt, εmp,t)

Cov(zt, xt)
θh,mp +

Cov(zt, εcb,t)

Cov(zt, xt)
θh,cb. (20)

where Cov(zt, xt) = Cov(zt, εmp,t) + Cov(zt, εcb,t). Let’s first consider zt = zfft . Assum-
ing that Cov(zfft , xt) > 0 (which is justified by the data) and using the sign restrictions
(18), the LP-IV estimand βff

h becomes a proper weighted average of θh,mp and θh,cb since
the weights are positive. Since this instrument satisfies Assumption SS, we can interpret
βh as a structural impulse response to a composite monetary policy shock. In contrast, βsp

h

using zspt as the instrument does not have a structural interpretation due to the opposite signs
in (19).

The econometric model for LP-IV is given by:

yt+h = µh + βhxt + ϕh(L)
′Rt−1 + ut+h, (21)

where yt is a macro variable of interest: the monthly average of the one-year Treasury yield,
the monthly average of the S&P 500 index in log levels, the real GDP and the GDP deflator
in log levels, or the excess bond premium (EBP), µh is a constant, xt is the monthly average
of the one-year Treasury yield, andRt−1 is a set of control variables. These control variables
include lagged values of all of themacro variables included in the impulse response analysis,
as well as xt and the instrument zt. ϕh(L) is a coefficient vector of polynomial in the lag
operator of order 12. The lag choice follows JK2020. The coefficient βh for each h is the
impulse response of yt+h to a shock that changes xt by one unit.

The first two columns in Figure 5 show β̂h in the LP-IV model (20) by using zfft and
zspt one at a time, respectively. The third column shows the identified set of the impulse
responses to the pure monetary policy shock obtained by imposing the sign restrictions (18)-
(19) on the LP-IV estimates. The bands represent the pointwise 68% asymptotic confidence
bands which are calculated using Proposition 4 in Appendix D.2. The impulse responses
are with respect to 25 basis-point (BP) change in one-year government bond yield.7

The impulse responses in the first column correspond to the responses to a (compos-
7In the analysis of JK2020 using the same data, the impact response of the one-year government bond

yield is around five basis points increase to one standard deviation change to the monetary policy shock and is
around ten basis points increase to one standard deviation change to the central bank information shock, with
the shocks normalized to have the unit variance. The different scaling of the shocks affects the magnitudes of
the responses.
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Figure 5: Identified Set for Responses to Pure Monetary Policy Shock
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ite) monetary policy shock, comprising a pure monetary policy shock and a central bank
information shock, identified using high-frequency surprises in the fed fund futures (zfft ).
On impact, the one-year government bond yield increases by 25BP by construction, and
the effect is quite persistent. Stock prices initially decline but eventually start recovering
after approximately one year. The negative impact on real GDP and the price level ex-
hibits greater persistence. The excess bond premium initially increases, but the effect is
not persistent. It is important to note that the sign restrictions (18) justify the aforemen-
tioned interpretations as being legitimate and structural. Furthermore, the identified set for
the structural impulse responses is given by Θ++ in Proposition 2, as illustrated in Figure
2(a). However, using zfft alone, we cannot determine the relative magnitude of the effects
of pure monetary policy shocks versus central bank information shocks.

The responses identified by the high-frequency surprises in the S&P 500 index (zspt ) are
presented in the second column. Combining sign restrictions (19) with Cov(zspt , xt) < 0

(justified by the data), we argue that these responses are not a proper weighted average of
the structural impulse responses. The identified set for the structural impulse responses is
given by Θ+− in Proposition 2, as illustrated in Figure 2(b).

By intersecting the identified sets, we obtain a more informative identified set for the
impulse responses to a pure monetary policy shock. This is shown in the third column
of Figure 5, which represents the areas between the two LP-IV estimates in the first two
columns. The blue shaded areas indicate the identified sets with 68% pointwise confidence
bands (the detailed procedure is provided in Appendix D.2). The results are highly in-
formative.8 In response to a pure monetary policy shock, the interest rate response is less
persistent, and the negative effects on the stock market and the price level are stronger com-
pared to the composite monetary policy shock. This finding is also consistent with JK2020,
who find “...fairly low persistence of the interest rate response and vigorous price-level
decline.”

In sum, our sign restrictions approach based on LP-IV can be an attractive alternative
to existing Bayesian VAR methods due to its simplicity and flexibility. For instance, if
additional high-frequency instruments satisfying certain sign restrictions are available, the
identified set of responses to monetary policy in Figure 5 can be further refined using ad-
ditional LP-IV estimates. Furthermore, the LP-IV model (21) can be extended to include

8We also calculated the identified set for the responses to the central bank information shock (θh,y2 in Fig-
ure 3), but we do not report them as they are not as informative. Since eithermax(βA

h , β
B
h ) ormin(βA

h , β
B
h )

serves as the lower bound or the upper bound for the identified set of θh,y2, the relative magnitude of βA
h and

βB
h becomes important. However, for most h, we could not reject the null hypothesis that βA

h = βB
h .
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higher-order or non-linear terms, and our sign restrictions approach can still be applied.

5 Government Spending Multiplier in the U.S.

The government spending multiplier is the ratio of the change in GDP to the change in
government spending. Understanding the magnitude of the multiplier is crucial for making
fiscal policies, but there is still a debate in the literature about whether it is larger than one.
For instance, studies by Blanchard and Perotti (2002), Barro and Redlick (2011), Ramey
(2011), Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2012), Nakamura and Steinsson (2014), and Ramey
and Zubairy (2018) have explored this question extensively.

Most studies focus on estimating the aggregate or defense spending multipliers by ex-
amining variations in defense spending. This is because non-defense spending varies less
than defense spending, and more importantly, non-defense spending is likely to be endoge-
nous concerning GDP (Barro and Redlick, 2011).

In this section, we estimate the non-defense spending multiplier in the United States in
the post WWII period. Building on the identification results from the previous sections,
we break down the aggregate spending multipliers, which were estimated by external in-
struments (LP-IV estimates), into sectoral spending multipliers. To achieve this, we use
granular level data and two instruments, as outlined in Figure 4(b). We focus on the post-
WWII period because quarterly sectoral spending data are only available after WWII.

The LP-IV model is

h∑
j=0

yt+j = µh + βh

h∑
j=0

xt+j + ϕh(L)
′Rt−1 + ut+h,

where yt is GDP, xt is government spending,Rt is a set of control variables, and ϕh(L) is a
coefficient vector of polynomial in the lag operator of order 4. Since

∑h
j=0 yt+j is the sum

of GDP over h periods and
∑h

j=0 xt+j is the sum of government spending over h periods,
the parameter βh is the cumulative government spending multiplier. The instrument is zt.
The control variables include lagged values of yt, xt, and zt.

We use two instruments in our analysis: the military news shock from Ramey and
Zubairy (2018), referred to as ‘RZ news shock’, and the current defense spending shock
from Blanchard and Perotti (2002), labeled as ‘BP defense shock’. The BP defense shock
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Figure 6: Cumulative Multipliers Across Different Horizons with 90% Confidence Bands.
Left: aggregate spending multipliers identified by RZ news shock (solid), BP defense shock
(dash-dotted). Right: non-defense spendingmultiplier (x), defense spendingmultiplier (cir-
cle)

is (the residual of) current defense spending.9 When using the ’BP defense shock’ as an IV,
our control variables consist of the lagged values of GDP, government (aggregate) spending,
and defense spending. This approach aligns with the construction of the Blanchard-Perotti
(2002) shock in Ramey and Zubairy (2018) using current government spending.10

Figure 6 presents the cumulative government spendingmultipliers for each horizon from
two quarters to five years out. The bands are the pointwise 90% confidence bands using
Newey-West (1987) standard errors. In the left panel, the cumulative government spending
multipliers are depicted using the LP-IV estimates based on two different IV’s: the RZ news
shock (solid line) and the BP defense shock (dash-dotted). These estimates correspond to
the LHS of (9) in Corollary 1.

Consistent with Ramey and Zubairy (2018), the estimated multipliers using either of the
RZ and BP shocks are below one after the first year. When the BP defense shock is used,
the initial multiplier is smaller than the RZ shock but shows more prolonged effects after

9We conducted the weak instrument test of Montiel Olea and Pflueger (2013) to accommodate possible
serial correlation in the errors. We did not find any statistical evidence of weak instruments for both instru-
ments.

10Following Ramey and Zubairy (2018), the identification of the BP defense shock is equivalent to the
SVAR defense spending shock of Blanchard and Perotti (2002). The SVAR system in Section IX. B. of
Blanchard and Perotti (2002) includes four variables, taxes, defense spending, non-defense spending, and the
GDP. Our main specification does not include taxes, but we obtained a similar result when we included taxes
in the control variables.
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three years.
In the right panel of Figure 6, we present the cumulative sectoral spending multipliers

derived from the two LP-IV estimates of the government spending multipliers shown in the
left panel. The estimation procedure is provided in Appendix D.

The magnitude of the defense spending multiplier (circle markers) is similar to that of
the aggregate spending multiplier using the BP defense shock. The cumulative non-defense
spending multiplier (x markers) shows interesting trajectories, starting at around 0.7 after
two years but steadily increasing past 1 after four years. This suggests a prolonged effect
of non-defense spending on GDP. Additionally, the non-defense spending multiplier can
exceed one, even when the government spending multipliers estimated using the RZ news
shock and the BP defense shock are both below one. This is due to the negative weight
assigned to the non-defense spending multiplier in the government spending multiplier de-
composition.

To understand the role of weights in the government spending multiplier, we examine
the decomposition of the cumulative government spending multiplier for eighteen-quarters
(h = 18). Let s = 1 denote defense spending and s = 2 denote non-defense spending. The
government spending multiplier estimated by the RZ news shock, is then decomposed as

β̂RZ
h = ŵRZ

h,1 ×
̂̃θh,y1
θ̃h,x1

+ ŵRZ
h,2 ×

̂̃θh,y2
θ̃h,x2

,

0.37 1.87 0.68 −0.87 1.02
(22)

and the multiplier estimated by the BP defense shock is decomposed as

β̂BP
h = ŵBP

h,1 ×
̂̃θh,y1
θ̃h,x1

+ ŵBP
h,2 ×

̂̃θh,y2
θ̃h,x2

.

0.69 0.97 0.68 0.03 1.02
(23)

Under Assumption 2, the weights are consistently estimated using sectoral spending data
by

ŵ
(j)
h,s =

∑T−h
t=1 z

⊥(j)
t

(∑h
j=0 x

⊥(j)
s,t+j

)
∑T−h

t=1 z
⊥(j)
t

(∑h
j=0 x

⊥(j)
t+j

) ,
where j denotes the RZ news shock or the BP defense shock and v⊥(j)

t denotes the residual
of vt after regressing it on the set of control variables including the lagged values of the
instrument j. The estimated weights show similar magnitudes and signs across different h
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Figure 7: Impulse Response of Sectoral Spending to the Instruments with 90% Confidence
Bands: Defense spending (dash-dotted), Non-defense spending (solid)

for both instruments.
The decomposition (22)-(23) reveals that the government spending multiplier estimated

using the RZ news shock is smaller than both sectoral spending multipliers due to the neg-
ative weight assigned to the non-defense spending multiplier in (22). This indicates a vi-
olation of the same-sign condition (Assumption SS) for the RZ news shock as an IV. The
positive military news shock leads to a positive impact on defense spending, but at the
same time, it has a negative impact on non-defense spending. Consequently, the positive
non-defense spending multiplier has a negative effect on GDP, thereby underestimating the
sectoral spending multipliers. This raises concerns about the structural interpretation of the
government spending multiplier estimated using the RZ news shock.

In contrast, for the government spending multiplier estimated using the BP defense
shock, both weights have positive signs, but the weight for the non-defense spending mul-
tiplier is very small (0.03). As a result, the government spending multiplier estimated by
the BP defense shock closely resembles the defense spending multiplier.

Figure 7 shows the impulse response of defense spending (dash-dotted line) and non-
defense spending (solid line) to the RZ news shock (left panel) and to the BP defense shock
(right panel). Note that the dependent variables are sectoral spending (xs,t+h), rather than
the cumulative sectoral spending (

∑h
j=0 xs,t+j).

The RZ news shock has a relatively small but statistically significant negative effect on
non-defense spending. In contrast, the response of non-defense spending to the BP defense
shock is statistically insignificant for all h. Given that the decomposition (23) suggests
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that the BP defense shock closely approximates the structural defense spending shock, the
insignificant response of non-defense spending to the BP shock supports the cumulative
version of Assumption 2.

5.1 Further Analysis

In this subsection, we address two cases: (I) when the weights cannot be point-identified
due to the lack of granular level data but sign restrictions can be imposed, and (II) when
granular level data are available, but the number of instruments is smaller than the number
of components.

First consider Case (I), which can be analyzed using the identification method described
in Section 3.1. In this scenario, we cannot point-identify the weights because sectoral level
spending data are unavailable. We use GDP, total government spending, and the two in-
struments.11 We impose the following restrictions:

(i) θ̃h,xs ≥ 0 for h = 1, 2, ..., H and s = 1, 2: Both of defense and non-defense spending
shocks have positive effects on the cumulative government spending over the h periods.

(ii) Cov(zRZ
t , ε1,t) > 0: The RZ news shock is positively correlated with a defense spending

shock.

(iii) Cov(zRZ
t , ε2,t) < 0: The RZ news shock is negatively correlated with a non-defense

spending shock.

(iv) Cov(zBP
t , ε2,t) = 0: The BP defense shock is uncorrelated with a non-defense spend-

ing shock.

The restrictions (i) and (ii) are straightforward. (iii) is based on the government budget
constraint argument. (iv) is a structural restriction similar to the ordering of endogenous
variables in the SVAR model.

According to Corollary 1,

βj
h =

Cov(zjt , ε1,t)θ̃h,x1

Cov(zjt , x̃t+h)
× θ̃h,y1

θ̃h,x1
+
Cov(zjt , ε2,t)θ̃h,x2

Cov(zjt , x̃t+h)
× θ̃h,y2

θ̃h,x2
, (24)

11For illustration purposes, we use the BP defense shock instrument, despite its construction using sectoral
data.
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Figure 8: Identified Set for Non-Defense Spending Multiplier using Sign Restrictions and
Two IVs. Left panel: θ̃h,y1/θ̃h,x1 is the defense spending multiplier and θ̃h,y2/θ̃h,x2 is the
non-defense spending multiplier. Right panel: The blue shaded area is the set-identified
non-defense spending multiplier with 68% confidence bands.

for j = RZ,BP . The restriction (iv) implies that βBP
h = θ̃h,y1/θ̃h,x1. That is, the cu-

mulative defense spending multiplier is point-identified by the LP-IV estimand using the
BP defense shock. The restrictions (i)-(iii) determine the sign of the weight in the de-
composition using the RZ news shock as the instrument because the sample estimates of
Cov(zRZ

t , x̃t+h) are positive for h ≥ 1. This set corresponds to Θ+− in Proposition 2. By
intersecting the identified sets, we can obtain the identified set for the cumulative sectoral
spending multipliers.

Figure 8 displays the intersection of the identified set (left panel) and the set-identified
non-defense spending multiplier with 68% confidence bands (right panel).

In the left panel, the shaded areas represent the identified set based on the sign restric-
tions (i)-(iii). Since the LP-IV estimand using the BP defense shock as the instrument is
equivalent to the defense spending multiplier due to (iv), the intersection is represented by
a line assuming βBP

h < βRZ
h . In this scenario, βBP

h serves as the upper bound for the non-
defense spending multiplier. Conversely, if βBP

h > βRZ
h , βBP

h becomes the lower bound.
Additionally, we calculate the pointwise (for each h) confidence interval for the identified
set using the formula provided in Appendix D.2. The resulting set is shown on the right
panel.

The non-defense spending multiplier is bounded above by the LP-IV estimate using
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the BP defense shock until approximately two years, and from then onwards, it is bounded
below. It is noteworthy that the point estimates of the non-defense spending multipliers in
Figure 6 fall within the identified set presented in Figure 8. This demonstrates that our sign
restrictions approach can provide an informative bounds for the componentwise impulse
responses even in situations where granular level data is unavailable.

In Case (II), when only granular level data and one instrument are available, we use
GDP, total government spending, defense and non-defense spending, and the RZ news
shock instrument. The LP-IV estimand using the RZ news shock instrument can be de-
composed according to (24). Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the weights are identified as

wh,1 =
E[ztx̃1,t+h]

E[ztx̃t+h]
, wh,2 =

E[ztx̃2,t+h]

E[ztx̃t+h]
,

where x̃1,t and x̃2,t are cumulative defense and non-defense spending, respectively. By
Proposition 3, we obtain the identified set ΘL for (θ̃h,y1/θ̃h,x1, θ̃h,y2/θ̃h,x2).

Figure 9 illustrates the identified set ΘL for each h = 0, ..., 20 (represented by blue
solid lines). As h increases, the lines exhibit steeper slopes with larger y-intercepts. This
observation implies that as time progresses, for a given magnitude of the defense spending
multiplier (x-axis), the corresponding magnitude of the non-defense spending multiplier
becomes larger.

More specifically, to achieve a non-defense spending multiplier greater than one, the
magnitude of the defense spending multiplier needs to be larger than 1.5 when h = 0

(immediate impact), but only 0.67 when h = 20 (five years out).
The identified set can also be used for counterfactual analyses using calibration. For

this purpose, we calibrate the defense spending multiplier based on the result of Auerbach
and Gorodnichenko (2012) and Barro and Redlick (2011). We consider two trajectories of
the defense spending multiplier: transitory and persistent. Both calibrations set the defense
spending multiplier is 1.5 on impact, but the transitory defense spending multiplier declines
more rapidly than the persistent defense spending multiplier, reaching 0.67 after two years,
rather than 0.85 which is the persistent multiplier case.

In Figure 9, we observe two trajectories of the sectoral spending multipliers represented
by circle and plus markers. Each trajectory corresponds to a specific calibrated defense
spending multiplier value from the identified set for each h, as shown in Figure 10.

The results highlight that even a small difference in the magnitude of the defense spend-
ing multiplier can lead to a substantial difference in the non-defense spending multiplier.
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Figure 9: Identified Set for Sectoral SpendingMultipliers using Sectoral Spending Data and
the RZ News Shock Instrument. •: Calibrated defense spending multiplier is transitory; +:
Calibrated defense spending multiplier is persistent.

Particularly, if the magnitude of the defense spending multiplier remains around 0.8 persis-
tently after two years, then the non-defense spending multiplier can exceed one, even when
the aggregate and defense spending multipliers are below one.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents the first formal analysis of the identification power of the LP-IV ap-
proach in a more empirically relevant setting, along with a systematic method for incorpo-
rating sign restrictions within the LP-IV framework.

On one hand, our findings caution that the robustness of the IV approach depends on the
specific situation, and problematic cases can arise in practical applications. On the other
hand, we demonstrate that the problematic LP-IV estimand can be transformed into valuable
information when multiple IVs are available, as it facilitates the generation of informative
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Figure 10: Sectoral Spending Multipliers using Calibration

identified intervals for structural parameters.
Given the simplicity, flexibility, and widespread use of the LP-IV approach in empir-

ical studies, our discovery that it can effectively handle multiple IVs and sign restrictions
will enable researchers to apply it in a more diverse range of cases and interpret outcomes
more reasonably. This is likely to foster greater adoption of the LP-IV approach in various
research contexts.
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Appendix

A Proofs

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Write yt+h and xt+h as

yt+h =
∞∑
j=0

(
S∑

s=1

θj,ysεs,t+h−j +
m∑

r=S+1

θj,yrεr,t+h−j

)
,

xt+h =
∞∑
j=0

(
S∑

s=1

θj,xsεs,t+h−j +
m∑

r=S+1

θj,xrεr,t+h−j

)
.

By Assumption 1 and the unit effect normalization, we obtain

Cov(yt+h, zt) =E[yt+hzt] =
S∑

s=1

E[ztεs,t]θh,ys =
S∑

s=1

αsθh,ys,

Cov(xt, zt) =E[xtzt] =
S∑

s=1

E[ztεs,t]θ0,xs =
S∑

s=1

αs,

as desired. Q.E.D.

A.2 Proof of Corollary 1

The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 1, and thus omitted.

B Augmented SVMA

The augmented SVMAmodel extends the baseline SVMAmodel (4) to include the granular
level variables, xs,t for s = 1, 2, ..., S such that xt =

∑S
s=1 xs,t. The xs,t’s are the com-

ponents of the aggregate variable xt. To avoid unnecessary confusion, we call s as sectors
and xs,t as sectoral variables, although they do not necessarily have to be. The augmented
SVMA model is given by

Y A
t = Ψ(L)εt (25)
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where Y A
t = (x1,t, x2,t, ..., xS,t, ..., yt)

′ is an (n+S−1)×1 vector of observed endogenous
variables,Ψ(L) = Ψ0+Ψ1L+Ψ2L

2+· · · , andΨh for h = 0, 1, 2, ..., is an (n+S−1)×m
matrix of impulse responses. Let B = (in in · · · in In) be the n × (n + S − 1) matrix
where in = (1, 0, ..., 0)′ and In is the n × n identity matrix. By pre-multiplying B both
sides of (25), we can obtain (4) and Θ(L) = BΨ(L). Without any further restrictions on
the impulse response matrices, (25) is more general than (4). Note that the last n− 1 rows
ofΨ(L) are identical to the last n− 1 rows ofΘ(L).

Let ψh,rs be the response of sectoral variable xr,t+h to the shock εs,t. This impulse
response is the (r, s)-th element ofΨh. With the unit effect normalization for each sectoral
shock (ψ0,ss = 1 for s = 1, 2, ..., S), εs,t is scaled so that one unit change in εs,t corresponds
to the unit change in xs,t. For example, if x1,t and x2,t are non-defense and defense spending
and ε1,t and ε2,t are the corresponding sectoral spending shocks, then a positive unit sectoral
spending shock increases the corresponding sectoral spending by one unit.

For the componentwise impulse responses in the augmented SVMA model to be iden-
tified we need a restriction on Ψ0 that there is no contemporaneous inter-sectoral causal
effects, i.e., for all r, s = 1, 2, ..., S and r ̸= s,

0 = E[xr,t|εs,t = 1]− E[xr,t|εs,t = 0]. (26)

In other words, the s-th sectoral shock εs,t does not enter the moving average representation
of the r-th sectoral observation xr,twhere r ̸= s. The condition is formally stated as follows:

Assumption 2′. For all r ̸= s and r, s ∈ Sξ, ψ0,rs = 0.

Assumption 2′ may be tested if we have enough number of instruments. A formal testing
procedure is given in Appendix Section C. Note that ψ0,ss = θ0,xs = 1 under Assumption
2′ and the unit effect normalization12.

C Testing No Inter-Sectoral Causal Effects

Assumption 2′ can be tested by the generalized method of moments (GMM). The idea is to
jointly estimate the componentwise impulse responses ψ0,rs and θh,ys for r, s = 1, 2, ..., S

by GMM and then test ψ0,rs = 0 for r ̸= s.

12Since xt =
∑S

s=1 xs,t,
∑S

r=1 ψh,rs = θh,xs for s = 1, ..., S.
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Let Zt be an l × 1 vector of instruments and Xt = (x1,t, x2,t, · · · , xS,t)′ be the S × 1

vector of sectoral observations. We require that the instruments are jointly relevant, which
is Assumption 3′.

Assumption 3′. rank(E[ZtX
′
t]) = S.

A necessary condition for Assumption 3′ is l ≥ S.
Let et ≡ (ε1,t, ε2,t, ..., εS,t)

′, Λ ≡ E[Zte
′
t], and θh,y ≡ (θh,y1, ..., θh,yS)

′. Also letΨ0,X

be the S × S upper left submatrix of Ψ0 in the augmented SVMA model (25). Assuming
the unit effect normalization, but not assuming Assumption 2′,Ψ0,X is given by

Ψ0,X =


1 ψ0,12 · · · ψ0,1S

ψ0,21 1 · · · ψ0,2S

...
...

...
...

ψ0,S1 ψ0,S2 · · · 1

 .

Since E[Ztxs,t] = Λ× (ψ0,s1, ψ0,s2, ..., ψ0,sS)
′,

Cov(Zt,X
′
t) = E[ZtX

′
t] = ΛΨ′

0,X . (27)

Assume thatΨ0,X is invertible.13 PluggingE[ZtX
′
t]Ψ

−1′

0,X = Λ from (27) intoE[Ztyt+h] =

Λθh,y, we have the moment condition

E[Zt(yt+h −X ′
tΨ

−1′

0,Xθh,y)] = 0.

Since the number of unknown parameters is S2, i.e., S2 − S unknown elements in Ψ0,X

plus S unknown elements in θh,y, if at least l = S2 instruments are available then a neces-
sary condition for identification is satisfied. Since the moment condition is nonlinear in the
parameters, having as many instruments as the unknown parameters does not necessarily
imply global identification. In general, finding primitive conditions for identification of
parameters in a nonlinear model is difficult (Newey and McFadden, 1994, p.2127). Never-
theless, by assuming identification, Assumption 2′ can be written as the null hypothesis:

H0 : Ψ0,X = IS

13For example, consider a two-sector model (S = 2). In this case,Ψ0,X =

(
1 ψ0,12

ψ0,21 1

)
is invert-

ible if and only if 1− ψ0,12ψ0,21 ̸= 0.
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where IS is the S × S identity matrix. We can use the GMM based tests such as the Wald
test or the Lagrange multiplier test.

D Estimation and Inference

In this section, we provide estimation and inference procedures for the empirical results in
the main text.

D.1 LP-IV Estimator and Standard Error

The LP-IV model is a single equation linear IV model given by

yt+h = xtβh +R′
tγh + ut+h, (28)

for t = 1, 2, ..., T and h = 0, 1, 2, ..., H , where the control variablesRt include a constant
and the lagged values of the endogenous variable and the instrument.

The parameters (βh,γ ′
h) are estimated by the IV regression using (zt,R′

t) as the IV for
(xt,R

′
t). The LP-IV estimator is(

β̂h

γ̂h

)
=

(
T−h∑
t=1

[
ztxt ztR

′
t

Rtxt RtR
′
t

])−1 T−h∑
t=1

(
ztyt+h

Rtyt+h

)
.

We use the Newey-West standard errors based on the heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation
robust covariance matrix estimator.

D.2 Confidence Intervals for the Identified Set

We present how to construct a confidence interval for the identified set. We focus on the
case of two IVs, which covers the applications in the main text.

Let β̂ be the bivariate IV estimates for a given h. Suppose that
√
T
(
β̂ − β

)
d−→

N (0,Σ) and Σ̂ is a consistent estimator of the asymptotic variance Σ. The sample size
is T . For a bivariate random vector X ∼ N (0,Σ), let

p (c1, c2,Σ) = Pr {X1 ≤ c1, X2 > −c2}
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where X1 and X2 are the first and second elements of X , respectively. Define

(c10, c20) = arg min
c1,c2≥0

(c1 + c2) s.t. p (c1,c2,Σ) = 1− α, (29)

for a given α > 0 and Σ. Also, let (ĉ1, ĉ2) denote the solution of (29) when Σ = Σ̂.
Let β1 and β2 be the first and the second elements of β and let θ be the componentwise

impulse response. Depending on the imposed sign restrictions, we will be in one of the
following situations: (i) β1 ≤ θ ≤ β2, (ii) β2 ≤ θ ≤ β1, (iii) β1, β2 ≤ θ, and (iv)

β1, β2 ≥ θ. For each case, we propose the confidence interval as follows:

• (i)β1 ≤ θ ≤ β2 or (ii) β2 ≤ θ ≤ β1. Introduce

C1n =

[
β̂1 −

ĉ1√
T
, β̂2 +

ĉ2√
T

]
.

if β̂1 < β̂2, and

C2n =

[
β̂2 −

ĉ2√
T
, β̂1 +

ĉ1√
T

]
,

otherwise. Then, the confidence set for θ is written as

Cn =
(
C1n ∩

{
β̂1 < β̂2

})
∪
(
C2n ∩

{
β̂1 > β̂2

})
.

• (iii) β1, β2 ≤ θ. Then, the confidence interval for θ is given by

C3n =

[
β̂î −

q̂1−α√
T
,∞
)
,

where q̂1−α denotes the (1− α) quantile of maxi=1,2 {Xi} when Σ = Σ̂ and î be the
index of argi=1,2max

{
β̂i

}
.

• (iv) β1, β2 ≥ θ. Then, the confidence interval for θ is given by

C4n =

(
−∞, β̂î +

q̂1−α√
T

]
,

Note that sinceX is a centered bivariate normal, it impliesmaxi=1,2{Xi}
d
= maxi=1,2{−Xi}

and thus mini=1,2{Xi}
d
= −maxi=1,2{Xi}.
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Proposition 4. The coverage probability of Cn, C3n, or C4n converges to 1− α under each
scenario.

Proof. First note that ĉ1 and ĉ2 are positive and converges in probability to c1 and c2, re-
spectively, due to the consistency of Σ̂. We give the proof of the first two cases.

First consider Case (i) with β1 ≤ θ ≤ β2. If β1 < β2, β̂1 < β̂2 with probability
approaching one and

Pr {θ ∈ C1n} ≥ Pr
{
β̂1 −

ĉ1√
n
≤ β1 and β2 ≤ β̂2 +

ĉ2√
n

}
→ 1− α,

where the inequality holds because {(a, b) : a ≤ β1 and β2 ≤ b} ⊂ {(a, b) : a ≤ θ ≤ b}
due to the fact β1 ≤ θ ≤ β2. The same reasoning applies for the case of β1 > β2. Thus, we
obtain the correct coverage.

Next, suppose that β1 = β2 = θ. Then, θ ∈ C1n ∩
{
β̂1 < β̂2

}
implies the following

event {√
n
(
β̂1 − β1

)
≤ ĉ1,−ĉ2 ≤

√
n
(
β̂2 − β2

)
and β̂1 < β̂2

}
.

Similarly, θ ∈ C2n ∩
{
β̂1 > β̂2

}
implies the following event

{√
n
(
β̂1 − β1

)
≥ −ĉ2, ĉ1 ≥

√
n
(
β̂2 − β2

)
and β̂1 > β̂2

}
.

The union of the two contains the set
{√

n
(
β̂1 − β1

)
≥ −ĉ2, ĉ1 ≥

√
n
(
β̂2 − β2

)}
, whose

probability converges to 1− α due to the definition of the convergence in distribution and
the construction of ĉi, i = 1, 2. Then, limn Pr {θ ∈ C1n} ≥ 1− α.

Now consider Case (iii) β1, β2 ≤ θ. The coverage probability of C3n is easily justi-
fied if β1 ̸= β2 since in that case one estimator is greater than the other with probability
approaching 1. Note that q1−α is greater than the (1− α) quantile of an element in X . If
β1 = β2 = β, then

√
n
(
max

i

{
β̂i

}
− β

)
= max

i

{√
n
(
β̂i − β

)}
→d max

i
{Xi} ,

due to the continuous mapping theorem as required. The proof for Case (iv) β1, β2 ≥ θ is
analogous and omitted. Q.E.D.
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